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book (without typos) from the publisher. Not indexed. Not illustrated. 1905 Excerpt: .wishes made
known. 15. To decree. 16. A small bag. 17. Retiring. 18. A kind of pastry. 19. In plaid. CHARLOTTE
MORRISON (Honor Member). CHARADE. A Consonant letter; the cry of a beast; Combine; that is, if
you can. An island they ll name which once proved too small To hold an illustrious man. FLORENCE
R. FAXON. KING S MOVK PUZZLE. The eighty-one squares in this puzzle contain the names of fortytwo animals. They may be spelled out by what is known in chess as the king s move, namely, one
square at a time in any direction. Thus, from the first O on the second line, one could move to X, N,
Y, L, F, U, I or S. In sending answers, indicate the moves by the numbers in the squares. Thus, dog
would be indicated by 75, 65, 56. ELSIE I.OCKE. 6. Doubly behead...
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Reviews
The ebook is straightforward in read better to fully grasp. I could possibly comprehended every little thing out of this composed e pdf. I found out this
ebook from my dad and i suggested this pdf to find out.
-- Pr of. Lor ine Gr imes
An extremely wonderful book with perfect and lucid information. This can be for all those who statte there had not been a really worth reading through. Its
been written in an exceptionally easy way and it is only after i finished reading this ebook in which actually modified me, alter the way i really believe.
-- K a elyn Reichel
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